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Voter Registration
.,. LaWsuit
by Christina

s.

Bard to Award

Honorary Degree
to Updike

Gr{ffith

In 1971, an amendment waa made to
the United States Constitution which
declared that any American citizen, 18,
years or over, had the right to vote
unless imprisoned or in a mental has~
The state of New York re- .
pital.
sponded to the amendment by introducing three laws, the first of which was
that "students neither gain nor lose
residency · by attending an institution
of higher learning." New York added a
clause pertaining to the "permancy" of
the citizen's residency, as well as
deciding that each case of residency
should be judged on an individual
basis.
Soon after, the American Civil Lib- ·
erties Union sued the state of New
York on the grounds of . discrimination.
It was ruled, however~ that the laws
were in fact constitutional, the judge
reasoned that "We have yet to see how
the laws will be used."
Thirteen years after that feder~l
ruling, a group of Bard College students is suing the Dutchess County
Voter Registration Off ice, arguing
that it is utilizing discriminatory
Backed by the New York
procedures.
chapter of the ACLU, the students hope
that they will eventually be allowed
to declare residency in Dutchess
County and thereby obtain the right to
vote in local elections.
When Carlos Carino and William
Preston first visited the registration
office, it soon became apparent that
the definition of residency was disWhile the students believed
putable.

Bard AntiNuclear Day
In hopes of doing some- :
thing active, interesting,
and educational, the Bard
Environmental Group has been
working toward putting together an anti-nuclear· day,
scheduled for May lOth.
During the day, there will
be a series of forums addressing different issues,
such as "The History of the
Nuclear Arms Race," "u.s.
Warheads in Europe," and
Limited
"Deterrence vs.
Nuclear ·war ·concepts... They
will be designed to include
as much student and facul}:y
participation as possible.
Surrounding communities will
be encouraged to participate
During the event
also.
!!'here will be a panel of
speakers, including faculty
members and members of various outside organizations.
According to Josh Royte
and Ellen Siff, directors of
the Bard Anti-Nuclear Day,
the main goal is not so much
to draw listeners as it is
to unite students and
faculty and encourage them
to be involved in active
participation on the campus.
In addition to speakers,
there will be a letterwriting table, allowing students and faculty to write
to their congressmen and
stamps, envesenators.
lopes, and stationery will
be supplied, and there will
also be people on hand to
type and send the letters
out • · In add i t ion , t h e r e
wiil be dance pieces and
possibly musical works related to the nuclear issue.
Posters, murals, and sculptures will be displayed
around the campus.
The ' Environmental··' Gr 'o up
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Among the eminent men and .women
receiving honorary degrees at the 1984
commencment, are novelist. John Updike,
physicist Tsung-Dao Lee and historian·
and educator William H. McNeill.

· The Bard Political Coalition and students meet

to.discuss .the voter .registration lawsuit on
Monday, April 9.

that they had the r igh_t to register,
registratio~ officials pointed out
that college students are still financially dependent upon their parents
. an<;:! s,hould, therefore, register to
vote in.their home towns.
The students were given 50 registration forms, and on March 6, Martha
Menlevich and Zeynep Aricanli began
the registration drive at the front
Within the
desk in Kline Commons.
first hour, all 50 forms had been
distributed and 31 had been returned.
The drive continued until Monday,
March 12, and with the assistance of
several students, including Marina
Belessis, Carlos Carino, Robin Lubic,
· (Cbnt'd. p.3)
.. _..

i

!

feels that if the day is to
be successful, it will need
help and :asks students and
faculty rn:e mbers to draw together and offer support,
not only ~ocally, but actMusicians, artists,
ively.
speakers, ·writers, and political activists are needed
as well is anyone else who
can make this day succesAny ideas or sugsful.
gestions ~hould be sent to
·
Box 971. :
"Students' views on the
issue are not necessarily
the views of the Environmental Gioup, and so much
"It
the bettei," Siff said.
is not concurrence on every
aspect of the issue that
we're striving for, but activity and awareness." She
then added, "No matter what
your views are, the arms
race affects no person any
less than . another."
1

Josh Royte and Ellen Siff
: withthe ~~~
I

Registration Changes
The Office of the Registrar has announced that registration procedures will be
slightly different for Fall
1984 classes. students will
still reg~ster in May before
the summer recess and must
be financially cleared in
order to sign up for classes.
Upon returning to Bard in
the fall, however, students
will si~p~y pick up a computer pr ihtout containing
their sch~dules, without
having t~ go through the
registartion process a second time. , •we hope it will
be easier'; this way," the
Registrar, Annys Wilson,
:
said.
students will still have
1
•

Recipients in recent years nave
included philosopher and teacher Sir
Alfred J. Ayer, English novelist Margaret Drabble, philosopher Leszek
Kolakowski, 1983 Nobel Prize winning
geneticist Barbara McClintock, lawyer
Marian Wright Edlernan, economist w.
Arthur Lewis, composer and music critic Virgil Thomson, sculptor Louise
Bourgeois, and art .critic Hilton
Kramer.
A prolific writer, John Updike's
more recent novels include R.a.lLbl..t. .ia
Bi&h and ~ ~ ~. Tsung-Dao Lee,
a 1957 Nobel Prize winner: in Physics,
is the Enrico Fermi Professor of
Physics at Columbia University and
recipient of the Albert Einstein Award
William H. McNeill
in Science.
authored ~ .Q..f .t.h.e.· West, A liiat..Qu
Qf ~ Human Community, for which he
won the National Book Award.
{'l'his article was reprinted by permission of the Admissions Office.)

the opportunity to meet with
their advisors and make
changes in their schedules
during the first two weeks
of the Fall semester.
The Fall 1984 course catalogs will be distributed
during the first or second
week in May and students are
expected to meet with the_ir
advisors no later than Wednesday, May 16.

New Director of
Publications
Lucy Ferris, a veteran
writer and editor, has been
hired as the new Director of
Publications at Bard Col-·
It is her hope that
lege.
she will be able to organize
the official publications of
Bard and Simon's Rock and
establish quality standards
for all of the colleges'
literature.
Ferris studied philosophy
at Pamona College in California and supported herself
during graduate school by
publishing a newsletter at
San Francisco State University, where she earned a
Master's degree in creative
writing.
She then was employed by
Black Sparrow Press (which
prints Robert Kelly's work)
and later accepted the position of Writer in Residence
at Phillips Exeter Academy
After
in New Hampshire.
publishing her first novel,
Ferris moved to Manhattan
and worked in publishing
companies while continuing
her freelance w~iting • . Ferris Bays, though, that she
didn't 1:unction well in the
city and feels that Bard's
atmo~phere will be mar• to
..
her l _iking. .
Part of Ferris' riew role

Photo: TAA

will be to gradually acquire
the publishing responsibilities of various offices on
She will gather
campus.
Admissions information, divisional pamphlets, and.annual reports. Student publications will remain student directed. Ferris hopes
to improve the ~aliber of
publications which should
"reflect a school whose main
emphasis is writin_g and
Anyone interthin~ing."
ested in contacting Lucy
Ferris should call or stop
by the C~ntral Services
,building.
•

• -

_j

~

Claire Creedy
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EDITORIAL

Ho..c+?

[ .

The Bard Observer at last has a co~plete staff, allowing us to present a professional-looking newspaper that

the~r

members of the editorial staff have

we feel it is the obligation of all to
g_ible policy,

"t\ow1 we know•..

if L,<s

i

we hope represents the entire Bard community.

Y.e.. 4-~1 · w(.

bv.J;" ..hy ~<"~ y ov 3oi-n~ -h>
votQ.. fo<" ~i-- ? \N~tl.r ~oes
~c... llaeli&va ;"' l Wh4.-\-"" wi II

ele,W?

While the

specific jobs,

i

~ollow

a respon-

I

Although the First Amendment

I

prote~ts

all forms of

I

expression, including the biased and inaccurate, we believe we best serve ourselves and the community by pursuing
objectivity, fairness, and accuracy.
Our editors accept submissions from any member of the
It is, however, at the:discretion of the

Bard community.

editorial staff to determine whether any submission is
1)

responsibly written, 2) of interest ·to the Bard Commun-

ity, and,

~ore

mundanely, 3) to determine whether we have

the room for it.
While we know this editorial policy will not please
I

everyone, we feel it is the most widely-accepted and de!

fendable policy for a newspaper to

adop~.

We believe a good college newspape~ is of inestimable
value and community support and contribdtion is essential.
T:h e Editorial Staff
Scott Pass
Molly Sullivan
I

Christina

Gri~fith

Ellen Barker

ON STUDENT VOTER
REGISTRATION
To the Editor:
Though I've only observed
the effort to register students to vote locally, I am
a little disturbed by the
hype ~vi th which this is
being promoted. Are the 150
students who have filled out
questionnaires for voter status in Dutchess County aware of
the fact that if they vote
here, they forfeit the right
to vote in their home state?
I'm sure we are all aware
that once we turn eighteen,
we have the right to vote;
I don 1 t see that anyone is
contesting that. The question is whether or not Bard
students will care enough to
educate themselves and vote

Julie Threlkeld
Dorothy Atcheson
Theresa Adams
Jay Martin :
I

intelligently for the local
tax collector, dog catcher,
sheriff, etc. of Red Hook
and the neighboring areas.
Despite what the student
promoters of this cause have
been arguing, I still believe
most students are more aware
of their home town and state
politics than they are of the
politics of Dutchess County.
I, myself, would prefer to
vote for the politicians of
the state and community that
has supported my family and
I long before I ever heard of
Dutchess County.
Molly Sullivan

C 0 R R E C T I 0 N S

NEW

~EDFORD

RAPE TRIAL

To the Editor:
I'm writing to express my
concern over the way in
which the media recently
handled the trial of several
men connected to the gang
rape in a New Bedford, MasAs you
sachussetts bar.
will recall, a woman was
beaten and brutally raped
several times while the patrons of the bar cheered and
The crime reapplauded.
ceived national attention,
not only due to the _pure
horror of it all, but also
due to its potential to be
turned into what resembled a
circus side-show. The triai
was broadcast on cable television, the victim's name
was made public, and.the
most gruesome details were
exploited and spotlighted
for the pure sake of selling
papers.

an act of violence, and yet
it is still treated with the
secrecy ~nd reticence that
surround !the subject of sex.

judgements, and then informed persons that he did not
want to work with them.

It is ~ime that the stigma
rape be done
away with. A rape victim is
neither ! a freak, nor an
accompliqe to the crime. By
viewing her in that light,
we not only make her burden
harder t6 bear, but we a 1 so
make it lrnore likely that
other vi~tirns will be too
scared and too intimidated
to report the crime and see
·
is done.
that jusiice
I

In my case, Scott Pass,
for reasons unspecified, refused to work with me personally following a verbal
exchange. In another, he
told a student that she was
"immature., and "untalented"
and that the Observer would
not welcome her work in the
future.

s~rrounding

Julie Threlkeld

MISUSE OF EDITORIAL POW~R?

MANAGING EDITOR
Molly Sullivan
NEWS EDITOR
Christina Griffith
FEATURES EDITOR
Ellen Barker
GRAPHICS ED !TOR
Jul ie Th relkeld
SPORTS EDITOR
Dorothy Atcheson
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
Theresa Adams
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
Jay Martin

I

To the Editor:
This semester, the Bard
Observer teturned to regular
publicati9n, with quality
typefacing and layout being
The
its strongest feature.
existence ;of a structure of
technical jproficiency motivated many dedicated and capable people to become involved wi~h the writing and
editing of the Observer.
Unfortunately, democracy has
not been one of its characteristics,' and editorial
power is doncentrated in a
single inqividual who is in9reasingly using it irresponsibly. The editor has
made pers~nal-political

BARD OBSERVER
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Scott Pass

Pass must begin to realize
that the Observer is not his
property, that people exist
who disagree with him and
his politics and canriot be
"told off," that no student
can be refused the right to
submit material and have it
published if it is relevant
and well-written.
William Preston

This sensationalistic
tabloid-type of coverage is
not only disgusting, it is
Statistics
also dangerous.
tell us that one out of
every four women in thi~
country has been raped. And
only one of every ten rapes
is ever reported. There is
an air of futility surrounding a report of rape (very
few rapists are ever convicted, and when they are,
they receive short prison
terms), as well as a sense
of shame that is heaped upon
This shame is
the victim.
partly felt in the assumption that the rape was
somehow the woman's fault,
as well as the sexual aspect
of the c~ime. We are told
over and over that rape is

In our last issue, our
listing of the indoor
soccer team was incomplete. The whole indoor
soccer team was: Jim Toia,
Kurt Ellers, Mark Charest,
Tom Callaghan, Jonathon
Katz, Vinnie Stoll, Doug
Ciarelli, Percy Gibson,
and John .Hendelson.

DRAWINGS: Juli e Threlkeld

N 0 T I C E

The Bard Observer is looking for staff reporters. If
you would like to play a
part in keeping the Bard
community informed, contact
Box- 123.

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS:
Scott Thomas, Amy Kupferberg,
Dan Scholten, Ann Lewinson,
Claire Shindler, Claire Creed y,
Bill Preston, Jill Laurel
Steinberger, Winston J.
Dong Jr., Josh Royte,
Lynn Hatashita, Cla i re
Surovell, John Carroll,
Nancy Ann Kleid,
Michelle Preli, Andy
~tcDonald.

Opinions expressed on t he editori al
page are not necessarily those ·
of the Observer.
Letters t o the editor must
be signed and should not exceed 300 words in length.
Send to the Bard Observer,
Box 123.
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INTEREST IN UNION AT BARD
Several Bard service personnel are seeking to become
members of the Service Employees' International
Union, a chapter of the
AFL-CIO. They are interested in joining the union
for reasons of greater job
security, better benefits,
and equal pay for the maids,
who are mostly women and
earn 19¢ less per hour than
the custodians and other
service personnel, who are
mostly men.
Jill Laurel Steinberger

UNIQUE GRANTS PROGRAM
The National Endowment for
the Humanities has anounced
a unique grants program
for individuals under 21 to
spend a summer carrying out
their own non-credit humanities research projects.
The Younger Scholars Program will award up to 100
grants nationally for outstanding research and writing projects in such
fields as history, philosophy and the study of
literature. These projects

.Campus News Briefs
will be ~arried out during
the summer of 1985. The
application deadline is
Septembe~ 15, 1984.
Award ;recipients will
be expected to work fulltime for inine weeks during
ThP; ~ummer, researchinq and
wr1t1ng ~ humanities paper
~pder the close supervision
of a humanities scholar.
Please nqte that this is
not a financial aid program, that no academic
credit should be sought for
the proje'c ts, and that
competiti'on for these
grants i~ rigorous.
For guidelines, write
to: Younger Scholars
Gu-i dlines' CN, Rm 426
The National Endowment for
the Humanlties
washington, D.c. 20506

COMPUTERS AT BARD
I

Dean sthart Levine and
Vice Pres~dent Dmitri Papadimitriou: are currently
heading a: committee which,
according to Dean Levine,
seeks to '" put academic computing on the Bard campus."
I

Voter Registration
Lawsuit (cont'd)

1,

r

*

*

*

*

The committee hopes to
establish not only a central
computer facility for faculty and student use, but
also computer stations
throughout the campus for
the individual departments.
In the next issue of the
Observer, we will further
1nvest1gate Bard's plans for
computerization , as well as
discuss what a computer can
do for a college student.

B & G INSPECTION CHANGES
The Student Housing Office
has devised a new, more
specific procedure for room
inspection and evaluation.
Under the old system, it has
taken a long time for repairs to be made, and further, students were occasionally billed not until
six or seven months later,
sometimes incorrectly.
The new method will use
more specific and detailed
forms, and percentages will
be used to evaluate the
overall quality of the · room.
Also, Housing Director Tom
I>l a i e 1 1 o s h o u 1 d r e c e i v e the
room evaluation forms
faster.
The Housing Office is currently preparing for the

Fall '84 room draw, which
will take place during the
first week of May.
Nancy Ann Kleid

11

FETE DE

MAI"

A spring celebration, "Fete
de Mai," will take place on
May 4, 1984 on the Blithewood
lawn. The event, which will
begin at 4:00p.m., is being
sponsored by the French and
International Clubs.
According to Valerie Nabet
and Zeynep Aricanli, the
gathering will feature a
French dinner, a fashion
show (see below), a lottery
with prizes, games, and
European music.
Any persons interested in
participating in the event
should contact Nabet or Aricanli through campus mail.

Models are still needed for
Bard's Fashion Drab Show, to
be held during the "Fete de
Mai." At least one rehearsal
will be needed. Make-up will
be provided.
Contact Shirley Vincent,
Box 998, before April 23.

*

*

*

*

William Preston, Heidi Reistchek, and
Andrew Si 1 ver, over 150 forms were
completed and returned to the regiA Letter from A
stration office in Poughkeepsie.
On March 16, sophomore Aaron
Bard Professor
Lichtman went to New York City and met
The Bard Observer received a copy of
with a NYCLU lawyer, Art Eisinburg.
be registered. He wrote: "'Fencing out' from
the foiiOWing letter written by Prof.
The two discussed the possible lawsuit
the franchise a sector of the population beand Eisinburg made it clear that esRobert J. Koblitz to the Commissioners
cause of the way they may vote is constituof Elections on the Dutchess County
tablishing student voter rights had
tionally impermissable. '"
been and would continue to be his
Board of Elections. The letter was
I teach the students at Bard College that
major priority.
Upon studying the
dated April 9, 1984.
they have the right and obligation as citiDutchess County voter questionnaire-zens to vote. The Twenty-Sixth Amendment to
Honorable Commissioners:
the completion of which is required
the Constitution of the United States says:
before gaining voter status--Eisinbu rg
I have received your letter to me of March
"The right of citizens of the United States,
remarked that it was the most sophis26, 1984 refusing to accept my change of regwho are eighteen years of age, or older, to
ticated that he had ever seen.
istration a~plication and enroll me to vote
He
vote shall not be denied or abridged by the
recommended, however, that Bard stuin Red Hook, New York. From the letter and
United States or by any state on account of
dents complete the questionnaires and
the enclosed questionnaire, I gather that the
age." If a person of eighteen can fight and
return them to the Poughkeepsie ofsole reason for your denial of my wish to
die for his country, he can vote. And he can
fice.
In this way, he would be able
register is that I rent rooms from Bard Colvote where he lives, where he chooses t·o exto determine the number of possible
lege and give Bard College as my address.
ercise his franchise, just as older Americans
plaintiffs for the case.
Perhaps the real reason you denied · my apcan. It is unconscionable that a Board of
He said that the most likely plainplication is that you thought I was a student
Elections would seek to impede citizens in
tiffs would be those students with
at Bard and you believe that students who
exercising this right.
divorced parents, for it would then be
rent rooms and live in Dutchess County for
May I remind you that the Civil Rights Act
difficult for the registration offinine months should nevertheless be denied an
provides for the appointment of Federal Regicials to determine which parental
opportunity to exercise their franchise where
strars when local officials impede and obresidence would be the student resithey live and wish to vote.
struct the right of citizens to register to
dence.
Students who had recently
I noticed that at the last elections for
vote.
1 i ved in sever a 1 different places
local officers in Red Hook the Republican
Finally, I appeal to you to perform your
would also be likely plaintiffs, while
slate was unopposed. Perhaps that suggests
duties to encourage and assist young people
students intending to return to their
another reason you do not wish to register
to become fully active citizens in this demohome towns and live with their parme or my students at Bard College. It is
cracy. I request you to -send a Registrar- -to
ents directly after college would not.
possible you do not like the way we might
Bard College with authority to register stuEisinburg suggested that those who
vote.
dents to vote in Dutchess County, if th.;~:t be
desired to vote in Dutchess County
I am returning the questionnaire you sent
their wish, and if they do in fact reside in
explain that "this community has the
me. I do not understand the relevance of
Dutchess County for a longer period than
greatest impact on my 1 ife, far
asking me how much my parents contribute to
elsewhere.
greater than where my parents live. _
my support. If you are suggesting that parIt is your responsibility and duty to take
I'm more attached to this community,
ental support is a reason to deny students
positive steps to register new voters. I asand the issues here effect me more
the opportunity to vote, you might be seemsure you that the faculty and administration
than anywhere else." The -suit is now
ing to raise questions about how Franklin
of Bard College· will do all that they can to
pending until the student questionRoosevelt or Nelson Rockefeller ever managed
assist you to register our young students to
naire forms are returned.
to register. Nor do I think it is any of
vote.
Both Eisinburg and the Bard students
your business where I spend my vacations or
felt that the Voter Registration Ofwhere I keep possessions.
Very sincerely,
fice fears the potential impact of the
In 1976, when the Commissioners (including
Bard bloc vote on local politics.
Laura Hodos who was then serving) refused to
If
Professor Robert J. Koblitz
Bard were to become a signifigant
register Bard students on these same preDepartment of Political Studies
voting bloc, the students contend,
texts, Judge Gagliardi ordered the students
Bard College
such strength would eventually attract
local political candidates - onto the
campus, seeking campaign support.
Lichtman empathized with the voter
registration officials, saying, "If I
were a Republican, I wouldn't want
11
Democratic students voting against me.
Individual, Family & Marital Therapy
IF YOO THINK THE UNITED STATES HAS STOOD STILL./
If I were in the officials' shoes, I
Robert L Bruhn, MSW, CSW
Arthur Sherman., MD
Lucy Cohen, MSW, CSW
Darlene M, Krakow•~!. CAC
would be opposed to the student vote,
WHO BUILT THE LARGEST SHOPPING CENTER IN THE
Laurie C. Sherman, MA
too."
He added: "They're
right in
their analysis--stude nts ~~ have an
41 Pearl St. Kingston, N.Y.
WORLD?"
impact.
That's why I b_elieve we
Call 331-2870 for Appointments
Should vote. What is voting for,
:
~~
if not to inf 1 uence e 1 ect ions and
: --~--~~--~~-----~--------~-Richard,
Darlin',
starting
May 28th,
change policy? Political~y, they are
--RICHARD NIXON
!
let's
spoil
me
rotten.
Your little
right; legally, they are absolutely
- ~~h~e~a~t~h~e~n~l~o~v~e~s~y~o~u~!~!~!---------------,
wrong."
·

VIEWP OINT:

KINGSTON COUNSELING
CENTER

..........

................. ......

Quote of the Issue:
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C A M .PA I G N '8 4
Student Voter Poll
On Tuesday, April 3, Walter Mond!ale swe'p t the New
York Stae Democratic Primary with 45%' of the delegates'
vote~~
Here at Bard, however, Gary Hart took an overwhelming 51% of the 205 students polled at the front
door table of the dining commons.
,
Half the students polled not only supported Hart
for the democratic party nomination, but 52% also supported him for the presidency. Waltet Mondale came in
second with 18%, and Jesse Jackson in third with 14%.
Seven percent put forward their own nbminations for
democratic party candidate.
'
In the presidential race, Mondale _and Jackson each
received 16% and 9% respectively.
Ronald Reagan received
8%.
The vote for a number of left organizations were as
follows:
Sonia Johnson, founder of "Mormons for ERA,"
expelled church member, and Independe~t Women's Candidate, received 5%. Gus Hall, General . Secretary of the
Communist Party, U.S.A., received 3%, : as did Mel Mason,
a former City Councilman from Seaside1, California and
candidate of the Socialist Workers' Party. Larry Holmes,
for the Workers' World Party, got 1%. ; Thirteen percent

voted for other candidates, choosing everyone from Bozo
the Clown to Vincent Price to Michael Jackson to Zippy
the Pinhead.
William Preston

OF 205

VOTES CAST:

FoR THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATION:
Gary Hart ..........•...... ••••...•.••.... ...•• 104
Jesse Jackson ...•.••••••••.. ...•.•.•.•...••. ..• 29
Walter Mondale ..........•.•••. .•.••.••.....•• •• 37
Other •.••..........•. .•.•...••.•..... •...••.•.• 15

FoR THE PRESIDENCY:
Gus Hall, Col1lmunist Party ••••.....•...... ..••... 7
Gary Hart •...•••••.....• ......••••••••. •...... 107
Larry Holmes, Workers World Party ..•.•.•••••.... 2
Jesse Jackson •...••..••••..•. ..•....•.••••••. •• l9
Sonia Johnson, Independent Women's Candidate ... lO
Mel Mason, Socialist Workers Party . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ?
Walter Mondale •........•...... ...........•••• .• 3 3
Ronald Reagan, Republican Party . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l6
Other ••••••......... ...••••..••••• ...........•. ?. 6

Th e Fo rer un ne rs
-JACKSON:
For :the Democr atic Primary

Jessie Jackson is the first black presidential candidate
to receive serious national support in the polls and among
party leaders. As the creator of the "Rainbow Coalition"
he has gained measureable support for his stands on minority, gay, ~nd women's rights.
He has gained respect through
his honest, straight-forward approach, rising above the media mud-slinging of Mondale and Hart.
He has been criticised, however, of vagueness in foreign issues, his support
for the Palestinians, and most recently, charges of antiSemitism.
'*
* *

*

HART:

Gary Hart is generally perceived as the candidate of the
"yuppies" (young urban professionals). Like John Anderson, he has been admired for his independence and new views
on party platforms, while being accused of "secret conservatism" and "flip-flopping." Domestically, Hart propounds
increased private investment to revitalize industry in the
inner cities, voluntary national health cost containment,
and a general overhaul of the tax system. He proposes the
full cut-off of aid to El Salvador unless socio-economic
and civil rights conditions are met.
He would also recognize an open dialogue with· leftist Central American governments. Unlike Mondale, he is very much opposed to Israel's
West Bank settlements, though he agrees on opening talks
with all parties. He proposes multi-lateral negotiations
to halt the continued production of plutonium. This, he
says, would make it more difficult for terrorists and nonnuclear nations to build nuclear weapons.
Hart has been
criticized for both hiding his past, and his vagueness on
certain issues.

MO ND ALE :

Walter Mondale is commonly considered the "party-line"
Democratic candidate.
In domestic issues he supports
larger government spending on education, jobs, social ser·
vices, and aid to cities, with cuts in federal waste. - He
supports a national health cost containment bill. Capping the tax cuts, as well as adding a surtax, to higher
incomes are also part of his program.
In foreign affairs,
he wants the immediate end of covert actions in Central
America.
He supports conditional economic aid . to El
Salvador.
In the Middle East, he supports a ••new Camp
Da..;id," involving all concerned parties. He supports a
renouncement of first nuclear strike when there is an adequate conventional deterrent. Mondale's commonly perceived
pluses are his experience, and attention to labor and the
working man.
His minuses are the sway special interests
may hold over him.

*

*

*

*

Compiled by Winston J. Dong·, Jr.

New Yo,.k C+y~ Wof'St ft-4-ged.y ~ fJ,e d.s.y fhe, revolvi'tj resh. v(11.nf- o...fop
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AMY M. KUPFERBERG•s

THE SCENE
~~ Schomer is now completing his senior project
with "The Trial."
After
graduation this May, he
plans to join a summerstock
program in Massachusetts.
This fall he will join a
regional theatre in New Jers e y o r C o nne c t i c u t ••• .l'..e.d
M~~ is waiting for the
results of the Junior Stipend. If he is granted the
money, he plans to travel to
Nicaragua this summer to do
research toward his senior
project ...ll~sm Schwartz was
just accepted to law school
at Yeshiva University •••
~walcott will be bicycling across the country this
summer on a tour. Next fall
she will be moving to New
York City to pursue her
acting career ••• M.e~~.ni.e.
Chapman will be returning to
California this summer to
continue her work at an
improvisational theatre and
hopes to join a studio as
well. •• If you haven't already ~oticed, the NQm~
£Q£~Qa~~ T.e.~m has
begun
their spring '84 season •.•
~Qhn a.e.u~~h.e.L,
after he
graduates this spring, will
move to New York City with
~ Schaeffer.
John has
positive prospects for joining a repertory company and
will begin acting classes.
He will also be waiting
tables at a nice restaurant
on
the
lower
East
side ••• Ka.i.t.~yn G..t..an.da applied for the Junior Stipend.
If she is accepted,
the money will go toward
living expenses while she
serves an apprenticeship at
the
Rhinebeck
Summer
The at r e ••• Kll~ Ilinke.l..s.I.U.e.l
is also waiting for the
results of the Stipend, If
the results are positive, he
will work for Bolt, Rerant
-and Newman Communication
Corporation ••• fte.~.Q.2ll B.utgg
will be graduating this
spring with a B.A. in music.
He will continue his work
with Big Noise this summer
and in the future.
Dad's
Henchman, which is known as
"Bard's New Super Group,"
will be performing next at
the Spring Formal. The band
was Nelson's senior project.

BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER
SUNDAY BRUNCH

BEEKMAN ARMS
1766
open evr.:.ry day

The Wild 60's
Bard ~tudents have never
taken a~ything lying down.
It is part of the spirit
that was born during the
transformation of St. Stephens College to Bard back in
the 30s~
That was over 50
years ago, but Bard as it is
today dld not appear overnight. i As late as 1961,
Bard still imposed strict
social regulations upon its
students and retained proctors, whose job it was to
see that the regulations
were not being broken.
In th~ fall of 1961, the
administration, under President Reamer Kline, decided
that fr~shmen and transfer
students would have no intervisitation privileges,
would not be allowed to have
cars on campus, and that
freshmen women would be
housed 'together in the new
dorm (Tiewksbury). The students launched a campaign
against! the regulations and
freshmen with cars either
ignoredi the regulations altogethe~ or had upperclassmen register the cars for
them.
Protelsts about the freshi

At Bard?

men dorm brought results by
the end of the semester, but
protests against the car
regulations only succeeded
in bringing about a raid by
the Safety Committee. All
freshmen with cars were required to turn in their keys
and car regislration to the
Dean of Students until they
were able to take the cars
home.
Perhaps the biggest controversy involving social
regulations revolved around
the issue of intervisitation
and curfew. Time and again,
students sought to extend
curfew hours and, later, to
abolish them altogether.
A
poll taken by the ~~Y~
in March 1966 showed that
Bard was more strict than
other progressive colleges.
Bard's administration maintained that curfew was vital
to the interests of the
schoo 1 in regard to both its
reputation and endowments,
saying that a reputation of
being overly liberal would
discourage endowments.
In March of 1967, a sit-in
was held at Manor protesting
social rules.
The meeting

went on past midnight, in
violation of the curfew, and
two proctors were called in
to break it up.
Since the proctors were
~~~~ in, apparently they
weren't hiding in the woodwork, as had been their
habit.
(Two years earlier,
students had protested the
conduct of proctors who
wandered i~discriminately
around campus, entered
women's dorms unexpectedly,
looked in windows, listened
at doors, hid and wandered
in the bushes, and learned
the habits of particular
students in order to catch
them breaking rules.)
Also,
though the curfew in 1967
was midnight on weekdays and
two a.m. on weekends, in
1962 students had been
fighting to get the curfew
extended to ten p.m. on
weekdays and midnight on
weekends!
By 1970, enough progress
had been made so that the
Student Judiciary Board felt
the time was right to recommend (could it be?) coeducational housing.
Lynn Hatashita

Retirement Community-----In a fifty-minute interview, ~resident Leon Botstein C\·iscussed the prospect of a retirement homes
project on Bard lands.
The proposed retirement
community, which would be
entirely separate from the
colleg~ for reasons of privacy, would be designed for
people:between the ages of
sixty and eighty.
If apProved, construction WOUld
~ot begin for another
twenty,' years.
"Thelidea," Botstein said,
"is a very simple one. The
likely'prospect is that in
the next thirty years or
more, the population between
the ag~ of sixty and the age
of eighty will be a rapidly
growing population. Basically,i we're talkinq about a
part o~ the lifespan in
which people continue to be
active intellectually, physically: healthy, but are
·
nearing the end or have already ended what we conventional!ly consider their work
life .. :.. There is no doubt
that im the next fifty years
the nation faces a very severe moral and financial and
socia] crisis as to what to
do ~ith the aging population ..' .. "

continue to be active in his
or her field, serving not
only Bard, but the Hudson
Valley as well.
President Botstein said,
"What we are talking about
is essentially volunteer
work with a variety of organizations .... These are
people of gift and accomplishment who have come to
the end, both by retirement
laws and retirement positions .... They might occasionally teach, they might
even sponsor their own
courses for themselves or
the general public. Those
who are qualified in fields

where we do not have regular faculty members--in archaeology, and certain fields
of history and scienc~-
would occasionally teach.
A retired physician might
volunteer to give much needed
medical aid in poor areas.
So, one is talking about a
relatively select community-active people who wish to be
of use for the remaining
years of their active lives."
A mini-bus service would
transport the retirees to
the agencies where they
would work. The facilities
would be entirely separate
(Cont'd. p.6)

CONTROL
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Cocktails
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Mem~ership in the community
would _:be dependent upon the
individual's willingness to
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The stability line of running shoes from ~·
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SCOTT THOMA S:

Movie Review:

REC ORD REV IEW
Milk and Honey is a collection of unrelease d tracks
from the sessions that produced John and Yoko's longawaited, highly disappoin ting, and sadly ironic comeback album, Double Fantasy,
in 1980. The question is,
why weren't these songs released at the time they were
recorded ?
The answer is
obvious on the first listen.
Almost all of these cuts are
substanda rd, being either
ill-conce ived or unfinished
and they do more to destroy
the Lennon myth than enhance
it.
The first piece, "Steppin'
Out", is the story of a
househusba nd who is tired of
cooking and cleaning and who
decides to,
in Lennon's
words, "screw it."
As far
as his personal life goes,
Lennon should be applauded
for thwarting conventio nal
role models, but do we really want to hear him sing
about it? After all, washing dishes is .bQI:.ing even if
it is John Lennon standing
over the sink. The song
would almost be laughable ,
were it not such a sad testament to Lennon's creative
exhaustio n at the time of
his death.
Be is, in the
end, doing the very same
thing he had accused Paul
McCartne y of, ten years
prior--bri nging his domestic
life into his music.
Musicall y, the album's
most cohesive piece is the
hit single "Nobody Told Me,"
which possesses a tight accompanim ent, a quick tempo,
and a competent melody. The
song's only problem is the
nonsensi cal lyrics.
No,
this is not nonsense for the
sake of nonsense, as in "I
Am the Walrus," but downright confusio n.
Lennon
cannot decide whether to be
frightene d ("Strange days,
indeed!") or funny (Most
peculiar, Mama!").
Such a
change of tone from one 1 ine
to the next is disarming , to
say the least, and indicates
that Lennon was probably
thinking about changing the
baby's diapers when he ought
to have been concentra ting
on writing the song.
"Borrowe d time," though

Chil dren of the Corn

suffering from a repetitive
melody, :is an interesti ng,
if failep, experimen t with
reggae. , Half way through,
he turns [it into a satire (a
very unfunny and unconvinc ing satire) which indicates
the dulled nature of Lennon's once biting sense of
humor.
;
The only place where ~
and ~ actually works is
"Grow Old with Me."
The
simple, ;a irect lyrics are
set to a!n equally simple,
hymn-like melody, with only
Lennon's : piano and Ono's
percussio n for accompan iment. The recording quality
is poor, but it is precisely
this lac~ of sophistic ation
that always worked the best
for Lenno'n (remember Plastic
Q.nQ.
The simple and
unashamed expressio n of a
man's love for his wife,
buried in ~l~ Fantasy's
"Woman" behind the slick
product{ on, emerges here
honestly ~nd powerfull y.
Whatever he became in the
latter parts of his career,
Lennon's abilities and contribution s as botn a composer andia singer cannot be
dismisse4 . (just 1 isten to
the BeatlJes' 1964 recording
of "Anyti~e at All" if · there
are any dbubts). We should
bear in mind that the Hi~k
and ~ album was never
intended for release before
we prese~t it as evidence
that John!Lenn on was artistically exhausted at the time
of his death. Furthermo re,
while it ~auld be easy to be
cynical a:nd say that Yoko 's
intentions in releasing ~
£nd ~:were strictly commercial r' such is not the
case. The album is beautifully packaged, carefully
edited, and contains heartfelt and convincin g liner
notes written by Yoko herself.
(Note:
Her songs are
the most; interesti ng and
realized on the album,
though rendered unlistena ble
by her :truly horrible
voice.)
~n short, the album
is neith~r a great, moving
work or a :rip-off, but something that will both delight
and madden (mostly madden)
fans of the late John
Lennon.

.aa..ruit>.

fairg round s Pizza

Gerbil, I left
you out of the

other list. I
sincerely apologize. --J.

If you're addicted to junkie movies as much as I am,
~.l~ Qf ~ ,CQrn is for
you.
It contains all the
usual ingredien ts that make
up your run-of-t he-mill,
schlock horror movie:
bad
acting, a ridiculou s script,
some imaginativ e gore, hokey
special effects, and holes
in the plot big enough to
drive a hearse through. But
it succeeded in scaring me,
so all of the above is excusable.
First, a brief outline of
the plot:
Jane and Joe
America are driving through
the midwest, joking and
singing on the way, tra la,
when they run over someone
who has been gruesomel y murdered.
They drive to the
nearest town, Gatlin, to
find a phone.
After a
series of strange incidents,
they finally discern that
somethin g very fishy is
going on in the tiny deserted town--the kids have
all murdered their parents.
Why? Because they belong to
a bizarre religious cult,
centering around some kind
of being or power hiding out
in the corn fields (we never
f ipd out exactly what is out
there, but some nifty special effects suggest a giant
mole) •
~~dlln .Q..f the. ~L.n is

based on a short story by
master of horror Stephen
King, and I've heard it's a
lot better than the film.
But as idiotic as the film
is, it still has its good
moments. There are certain
elements that go into an
effect~ve horror flick:
the
surprise attack that comes
just when you thought everything was okay, the fear of
being chased, the fine line
between horror and humor,
and the ultimate triumph of
good over evil (but not
without a hell of a fight).
.c.hil.d_t:jm .Qf. t.bJ! ~ stays
consiste ntly faithful to
these essential s. It's also
a lot of fun to watch.
It
reminded me of the crappy
but fun ~1~ Qf ~ (did
anyone see that besides
me?), in that by the end of
the film, everythi ng has
gone so berserk that the
action becomes more important than the plot.
And,
like in ~~~~ Qf ~~. the
villains really do get their
gruesome just deserts,
Chi~Q.L..e.n .Q.f .t.he. ~.t.n is
probably one of the more
entertain ing horror films
I've seen in a while, and if
you're looking for a few
hours of truly mindless escapism, I'd recommend it.
Julie Threlkeld

Retir emen t Corn muni ty (cont'dJ
from the college, and would
include private apartment s
and dining facilities .
11

A CONSTRUCTIVE
POTENTIAL 11

President Botstein said
there are mutual advantage s
to this kind of a program.
The retirees "would enjoy
the residual benefits of
being on a college campus,
going to concerts, going to
lectures, access to the library. They would also contribute to the upkeep (of
the college) .... It would be
not a drain on the college
resources , but the opposite. In addition, it would
provide many opportuni ties
for student employmen t. Finally, it would have, in the
most idealistic sense, a
very construct ive intergenerational potential ."

homes project is nothing
more than a concept. President Botstein said, "It
would require an enormous
amount of investmen t ....
And now, the first step is
to . discov~r if.it is e.ven .a
fea's ible concept. Is the
hypothesi s that this is a
need correct? Is the hypothesis about the service
design correct? Is the location appropria te? And we
are talking about a very extended period of study ....
One of the premises of the
study is, is there enough
room not to disturb the
character of the undergrad uate experience ?"
"This is a very ambitious
undertakin g and must be done
very responsib ly," Botstein
said. "This is something
which attempts to address a
problem which is not entirely
with us now, but in fifty
years, will be ..•. "

IS IT FEASIBLE?

Ann Lewinson
Claire Shindler

Currently , the retiremen t

ITALIAN SPECIALTIES

Route 9
Rhinebe ck. NY
(OPPOSITE THE FAIRGROUNDS)
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fi}11oh ~srJen
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Delivered by CAPTAIN PIZZA!!!
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for delivery on the hour.
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Fac ulty Exh ibit at .Blu m
Gallery
The Blum Gallery has
opened an exhibit of the
Art Departm ent's faculty
work. This is the first exhibit of its kind at Bard.
I found the exhibit to be
an impress ive display of the
talent of our profess ors.
Its only flaw, in my eyes,
was t~at. there were ~o many _
pieces, it impeded a fuller
underst anding and apprec iation of the individ ual artist's work.
In deferen ce to the curator, an accurat e and meaningful represe ntation of
each artist' s work seemed to
be the rule. This is no
small achieve ment if one
conside rs the number of artists represe nted, and the
limited amount of exhibi t
space in the gallery .
I found Murray Reich's
work to be technic ally
master ful, yet emotio nally
dry. I enjoyed the visual
games he played with form
and space, and his skillfu l
manipu lations of color
fields. Mr. Reich's trademark use of circles and dots
of color was whimsi cal.
Howeve r, the overall impression I receive d of his work
was one of exactit ude and
craftsm anship. An example
of Murray Reich's artwork can
be found in the Commons behind the beverag e area. Irrespect ive of any judgeme nt
of merit, the piece, unfortunatel y, goes mostly unnoticed .
Stephen Shore's photographs, though somewh at enigmatic to the layman, are excellent represe ntation s of
work that has made him one
of the most importa nt figures
in contem porary photogr aphy.
Shore's use of the 8 X 10
view camera and his elegant
choice of matter is a synthesis that reminds me of
Orienta l prints. His interest in the differe nces and
relatio nships between a formalistic or more abstrac t approach to compos ition is exemplifi ed in this work.
Shore has likened his method
'of photogr aphy to that of
fly fishing . Accordi ng to
him, in order to get a good
,photog raph, control or tension over the entire image
must be maintai ned. The interesti ng thing is that the
viewer is not really con-·
scious of this tension in the
photogr aph. It is possibl e
to dismiss Shore's photographs as simply pretty
color landsca pes. But if
the viewer is willing to give
the photogr aphs the time and
attenti on they deser ve, the
rewards will be great.
Jim Sulliva n's paintin gs
stood in contra st to the
other works, in their dreamlike, iconoc lastic imagery .
His·wor k is almost the antithesis to Reich's work.

Where Su~livan is painter ly,
Reich's work is graphic .
Where Reich's work is cold
and removed , Sulliva n's is
suggesti~e and full of veiled
innuend os. I found some of
Jim Sulliva n's choice of subject matter to be suggest ive ·
of Freud-ia n symboli sm. His
getting his hands dirty, so
to speak, in this certain
kind of mortal conscio usness
(or unconsc iousnes s) was a
refresh ing break from the
other works' emotion al sterility.
The exhibi t at Blum Gallery is :one that studen ts,
espec~ally art student s,
would be foolish to miss.
John Carroll
1

,

As I ~eft the theatre , I
attemp ted to leap over a
puddle , r my arms stretch ed
out in front of me as far as
they wo~ld go, but I fell in
anyway .: Oh well, somehow I
don't think I'll ever be as
coordi nated or as gracef ul
as those student s I had just
seen perform at the Dance
Theatr e I concer t. The concert was great, ten studen t
pieces · were origin ally
choreo graphe d and beauti fully perform ed.
Cont~nuing my way toward
home, ·I rememb ered Erin
Deward :and Julia Kuskin in
"And We Dreamt of Birds. "
This piece, choreog raphed by
Erin, compris ed three movements, :each represe nting a
differe nt bird: owl, stork,
Recall ing the
and ha~ks.
two dancer s' ease and careful express ion, I attempt ed
to be a· bird myself . Flapping my wings down Blithe wood Road, I looked more
like Disco Joe doing the

~· - :~
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"Funky Chicken ,., than the
lanky and proud stork Erin
had portray ed.
When I got back to the
dorm, I realize d I still had
the
of
books
few
a
I
Aeneid left to read.
wasn't too thrille d to have
to read Virgil at the time,
and felt a differ ent approach might help. I remembered the piece Molly Penn
choreo graphe d, titled "Moment to Moment ," where she,
Eve Binnie , and Annett e
Terrel l danced to poems by
Robert Vigna and Jacque s
They seemed so
Freve rt.
intuned with each other and
with the words of the poems.
Maybe I could do that to
To my
Virgil, I though t!
dismay , howev er, I found
that the history of Rome is
not the easies t of subjec ts
to become intune d with.
I decided - to give it all
the
up and go to bed;
Aeneid and my dance career
would just have to wait.

But while brushin g my hair
I
before the mirro r,
couldn 't help but rememb er
"Thoug hts of Lucy," a piece
choreo graphe d by Kaitly n
Granda . In the piece, Jennifer Hauer, Tracy Lane, and
Camill a MacFad yen ~oordi
nated the motion of their
bodies to the same rhythm
they shook their hair.
Lookin g at myself , I realized it would be imposs ible
to achiev e quite the same
effect , especi ally becaus e
my hair isn't even should er
length.
Okay, so maybe I'll never
be a great dancer like those
I saw perform that night.
But if you happen to see
Jimmy Toia and he's looking
for a dance partne r for
Buckwh eat, tell 'em you know
the perfec t girl for the
·part!
Ellen. Barker

··~:
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Douglas Baz--Kin gston Rhinecli ff Bridge Looking

THURSDAYS AT 6:00 PM
COMPLIMENTARY

GLASS
OF

... An exclusive supper club
Candlelit dinner for two ••.
Fine foods, good wines,
chilled beer.. .
Soft music.. .
An escape from everyday
campus life ••.

WINE
"Where
Incredible
Friendship s
Begin"
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FEATURING

ROAST PRIME
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Letter From Home
It has happened every spring that I've been here.
April comes and I get desperately homesick.
I can't wait
to see my folks, lie on a beach, go party with friends •.•
until I get that late spring letter from·home ...

Dear
Your father and I just thought we•d' write and say,
HI! Dad and I have been very busy with ~he house.
I
dusted your trophy shelf this morning, and your father
has been out fixing the lawn mower again (son, the lawn
really needs.work this year).

Oh, before I go and forget, I think I should tell
you that I had to clear some things out of your room in
order to make room for your cousins. There was so much
old junk in there, I decided to just have a rummage sale.
I hope you don't mind.
It was just a bunch of old MAD
magazines from who knows how long ago.
I knew you
wouldn't want all that worthless stuff cluttering up your
room, anyway.
Well, I have to go now, son. Please write to us instead of calling. You wouldn't believe the phone bill we
got last montht We are so eager to have you home with us
again. We love you!
Love,

You know, I always look so forward ~o your coming
home.
I've told all the neighbors about· how well you've
done this semester -maybe next year you'll make the
Dean's List like Billy Doe did at Brown this year.

:

Dad and I have also been Mall shopping to fill the
cupboards with all your favorite foods. : I think we have
enough Twinkies to feed the whole college. Ha. Ha. We
know you must be really sick of the food by now. Well,
not to worry, son.
I'll be here every riight to fix you
all your favorite casseroles.
There have been a few plans made stnce we last spoke
on the phone. Your father's sister wil+ be staying with
us for a.n indefinite period of time. Aunt Sue and Uncle
George haven't been getting along too well lately, so
they are going to try a little experiment. Aunt Sue
thought that if she and the boys could stay here that
things might get resolved one way or the other.
I guess
your-cousins must be about nine and eleven by now. I
thought they would have your room and then you could
sleep on the couch in your father's study. But we'll
wor:K-i:nit all the details when you get home.
Also, your Grandmother called the other night. When
was the last time you wrote her? She would really like
to hear from you. And that reminds me,• have you
contacted Mr. Crawley about his job off~r? I know working in the Da~ry Queen wasn't what you had in mind, but
by now all the good summer jobs will ha~e been taken.
Ne~t summer I am going to have to insis't that you are
better organized about this whole thing.
But we will have to sit down and talk when you get
home. Your father and I have been listening to this
great new PBS radio show called "Prairie Home companion."
It reminds us both of the old radio shows we used to listen to when we were kids. Anyway, it's on every Saturday
night at 8 o'clock, and we both thought it would be fun
if the whole family sat down to listen~to it when you
got home.
·
Your friend, Vinnie, (is that the fellow who always
smelled so peculiar?) has called several times. He says
he wants to take you out bowling as so0n as you get back
home. And that girl from high school, :Pinki Jones, has
also asked about you and wants to know.: if you have any
girlfriends at school.
I always thought she was very
pretty and I've heard she's a wonderful dancer.
I think
she's very nice. Why don't you call her?

Let Us Order That Special Book
You've Been looking For

~

JJIC,

Cl1)el1 Lton -Fn. 9:30·5t30;
Set. P:00-5.00

GBool.CeJfj
l2 6a,. tb 'BroadWIIJ

~4

Hool(,'lt,-w:- 12571

914·758-4191

The only directions you'll
need to use a Macintosh.
First, make sure your index finger is fully functionaL If it is, you can learn the most advanced Apple
Personal Computer in under an hour.
Because with Macintosh~ all
you have to do is point and click.
By moving the mouse on
your desktop, you move the
pointer on the screen. Point at
what you want, and click the
button. And it's done.
Everything you do on
Macintosh is done in this same,
simple hands-on manner. So once you've
learned one program, you've learned them all.
'Come into our store and see for yourself •
And can if YOU need directiOnS.
Authorized ~er
Macintosh is a trademark licensed IOApple Computerlnc. oC 1984 Apple Computer Inc. MC12B3Y
Apple :md the Apple logo are rt'gisterel lr:lllem:rrks ofApple Computer lnc.

FrM Gilt Wrap
PhOIO Copte$

Aw•llable
I

Computer Shop
Div. of MVI
207 Boices Lane
Kingston, N.Y. 12401
(914) 336-8411
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Bard Basketball
·Philosophy
The past few weekends television has been full of students from the University of
North Carolina competing in
basketball with students
from Indiana University, and
students from the Georgetown
University contending with
students from DePaul.
At stake are trophies and
prestige, and 600,000 bucks.
That's the payoff for a Final
Four team for helping the
television networks hawk
beer, tires, sporting goods,
and more television to We,
The People.
But that is not all there
is to college basketball.
Not by a 30-foot running jump
shot.
It's the tip of the
iceberg. There's hundreds of
schools out there which will
never get to the Final Four.
There's several thousand
players who will never be
scouted by anyone but the
next opposing team. Their
accomplishments will never
make television or headlines.
John Noakes might make the
Faces In The Crowd feature in
Sports Illustrated. Don't
spend a lot of t~me search-ing for his name or his face.
But if anyone _fits the criterion for scholar-athlete,
John Noakes does. Noakes,
a twenty-one-year-old senior
at Bard College, just finished his fourth year of
playing varsity basketball.
In four years, he never missed a game. The six-four
center started the last
three years and averaged fifteen points and nine rebounds
a game. Noakes holds, with
some distinction, the Bard
record for games played--85
straight.

THEY'RE THE FIGHTING
BARDIANS
"Most people respond to
Bard with 'Where?' or
'What?'" Noakes said.
"Not
a lot of people know about
the college, let_ alone that
we play basketball."
The Golden Age of Bard
Basketball, and the highlight
of Noakes' career, occurred
last season, when the Fighting Bardians slugged their
way to an 11-14 season.
"It was considered a winning year," Noakes said.
That's understandable. The
year before, Bard went 2-20.
The year before·that, 1-17.
This year Bard had its worst
season ever, 1-22. The only
team the Bardians beat were
the Maccabees from Yeshiva
University.
There are about 700 stu•
dents at Bard, give or take
a hundred. For the big
games, the ones they play at
the Red Hook High gym, the
Bardians draw about 200 fans.
Otherwise, they might get a
couple dozen faithful at the
Bard gym.
Despite its scholarly
image, some good athletes
have snuck their way onto
the Bard campus. One of
them is Maria Minaya from
New York. She lettered
three years in four sports
and, like Noakes, played
basketball at Bard for four
years. Her rewards were
seldom found in the win column.
In four years the
women -won just three games,
~11 from the same.team
Simon's Rock.

SIMON'S ROCK WAS A SAVIOR
"Our sophomore year, we
didn't get to play Simon's
Rock," is how Minaya explained the winless season.
How did she keep going?

"Passibn for the sport,"
Minaya said, and meant it.
"It's a _lot of fun.
People
are very ; devoted, I would
say."
They're devoted to 8 a.m.
practice~, and long rides
home, an~ empty gyms, and
the thrill of competition.
"We play because, most of
all, it'~ a good time,"
Noakes s~id.
"It's a good
outlet." :
Noakes : is going on to grad
school, pot the N.B.A. Minaya is planning a career
as a composer of music, not
a compos~r of zone defenses.
Tomson is keeping_the faith
at Bard by teaching students
athletics, not trying to keep
athletes ; el~gible.
Bard ~nd the big time are
part of ~he same picture.
There is· a link.
It's tenuous and; mostly theoretical,
to be sure, but the link is
there, a's Noakes explained:
"Last [year we joked about
how we cpmpared with Virginia. We played St. Thomas
Aquinas, ! ~nd St. Thomas
Aquinas piayed Chamianade,
and Cha~ianade played Virginia and beat them. Of course,
we lost 'to St. Thomas Aquinas by 5'0 points," he said.
For a ,sociology major,
that's probably close enough
to victqry to celebrate.
Paul Hurley
Reprinted by permission of
the Poughkeepsie Journal.

Intramural Softball
It has probably escaped no
one's attention that the Intramurai Softball season is
upon us~ This is the time
of year , when Bardians, no
matter ~ow athletically inclined 9r skilled, come out
of hiding to the softball
field t9 play, cheer, drink,
or all three.
There;has been an overwhelming response to the
season ~his year. The usual
10-team limit had to be revised when, a day before the
roster aeadline, Athletic
DirectoF Joel Tomson, found
himself! with 15 rosters.
Now ·there are 16 teams in
all:
"!Faculty/Staff" capt.
.Tom Bre'nner, "Ventman and
Lady" dapt. Ric Lewitt,
"Santa ~e" capt. Colin Rayle,
"Head" ,capt. Tobin Rodrigues, "Hargett's Heroes"
capt. John Noakes, "Spaghetti and !Meatballs" capt. Sean
Regan, :"Three Toed Tree
Sloths" capt. Kriss Bacdayan,
"Interciontinental Ballistic
Missil~s" capt. Mark Charest,
"Satanic Water Rats" capt.

Big Bard-Yale Game
Bard against Yale, you ask? You bet.
In 1926,
St. Stephen's College (we weren't Bard until 1934)
had a football team that fought it out 't'>'ith the
best of the Eastern Colleges, including Yale.
Football was the collegiate religion in the mid
1920 1 s and tve were not immune to the fever. With
a student body of only 125, any autumn Saturday
would find coach Father Bray out on the field with
76 men in uniform.
That was better than half the
campus. The Saints didn't win that game against
Yale, but we held our own against schools five
times our size. On Saturdays the Varsity team
would play the top men of other schools, the freshmen would have their own contests against other
freshmen teams, and, not to leave anyone out, the
"scrub squad" would wrestle the l?ig skin with
local highschools. Almost everybody was on one
team or another.
The new memorial gymnasium was the pride of the
campus, but "home" games were played in Poughkeepsie due to lack of a good field.
As football became more popular, President B.I.
Bell became more and more disturbed at the
rising costs of maintaining the teams and the increasing amount of energy being spent on athletic
prowess•instead of spiritual or academic goals.
The sport was finally cancelled and replaced by
lacross in 1928 after it became apparent that
Father Bray was picking up some of the players'
tabs as an incentive to keep them on the team.
Bill Freda, "The A Team"
capt. Peter Brancaccio,
"Sorry For Being Me" capt.
Eric Schaefer, "Attached to
the Tap" capt. Fred Eisman,
"Homeboys" capt. Kevin Hunter,
"Ringo's Macho Raiders" capt.
John Jacobs, "Spanish Inquisition" capt. Will Hammerstein, "U.J.B." capt. Jon
Miner.
A schedule and description
of rules has been sent to
each team captain, and there
will be a schedule posted in
the Commons. There will be
one dilemma this season, however -- Good luck trying to
get the field for practice!

Men's
Tennis (cont'dJ
keep up with Deveau's volleys. The second set went
to Deveau, and the match
ended 7-6, 6-2.
The team consists of Scott
Dalton, Bill Dwyer, Pat
Ryan, Chris Simmersbach,
Mark Charest, Joel Stoffer,
Oscar cragwell, Tom Gajewski,
and Peter Johnson. Their
coach is none other than our
resident all-around athlete,
Joel Tomson.
Andy McDonald

D.B.A.
Junior, Bear, and
Muddy, Good luck
with your new
house! Love Ya
All ••. Garfield
Patruchsky, Happy
Birthday. Have
fun in "Sinkapore." Love,
Teretsky.
S.--It's okay to
burp. --J.and H.
Nyaa~ nyaa nyaa ..
••• so there.
Yo, Obie, let 1 s
do some chlorophyl together.
But ••• but •••
••. but •.. there

must be some mistake!!!

Outward Bound is more than
a trip of high adventure.
It's discovering yourself.
Leanung that you're better than
you' think you are.
And finding out how to work
with others.

Come join us on a wilderness
trip of excitement and
self-challenge.
You may come back a better
you.

Send for morel infonnation:
Outward Bound, Dept. CH.
384 Field Point Rd.
Greenwich, CT 06830
Phone toU free (800) 243-8520
No experience necessruy.
Outward Bound admits students of any
sex, race, color and national or ethnic
origin. Weare a nonprolltorganizatjon.
Scholarships available.

The Observer
thanks Prof.
Ferguson, Erik
Kiviat, and Val
Thomson.
Hello~ Bill, Amy,
Ray, Laurie,
Chris and Chris,
and the big A.
Julie, abadeeabadeeabadeethat1s
allfolks! l ! Luv,
Ha ha, M.
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SP OR TS
Intram ural Basket ball

Women 's Softbal l

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL SCHEDULE

The Women's Softball team
got off to a slow start
thanks to the lingerin g winter weather, with practice s
in the gym everyday , right
up until their first game
against Dutchess Communi ty
College on April 8th. Due to
a number of factors, primarily the extremel y cold
and windy weather conditio ns,
plus the fact that the game
was only their second time
on an actual softball field,
~he women suffered a severe
However, spring seems
loss.
to have arrived at last, and
the women, practici ng on their
home field since last week,
have begun to show vast improvemen t and have also gained
a great deal of confiden ce
for their season.
The team is almost entirely
new this year, with most of
the women largely inexperienced in competi tive play.
There are only four returnin g
seniors Kim Hoffman
players:
and Maria Minaya, and sophomores Dorothy Atcheson and
Robin Blier. The rest of the
Sheila
team consists of:
Maloney, Molly Penn, Mary
Mason, Val Thomson, Carolyn
Morrow, Sheryl Burke, Chris
Le Goff, Theresa Adams, and
Leanne Zimmerma n. Despite
their inexperi ence, however,
coach Sharon Kuriger says
that the team shows more

The Intramur al Basketb all
season came to an end on
April 5th with a very exciting champion ship game·
24
between the top two t"eams,
"Equal Opportu nity EmployApr. 25
and "U.R.S." Equal
er"
Apr. 26
Opportu nity Employer had a
BCC
Apr. 28
59-51 victory over U.R.S.
.Bard at S. Vermont
May 2
after a very close and comEach team
petitive game.
*Home games start at 4 p.m.
managed to gain the lead
more than once througho ut
the game, and although
talent as a whole than she
U.R.S. was down by 14 at one
the
began
she
has seen since
point, they were able to
women's program five years
pull the score back up to
:
ago.
within 4 before E.O.E. charSharon and the assistan t
ged ahead again to win the
coach, Will Hammers tein, have
game.
bard
team
the
been working
The key players in this
in an effort to prepare them
final game were, from E.O.E.,
for a hectic schedule of
The season Will Hanuners tein (~vi th 23
games this'mon th.
points}, Willie Davis (with
is short, ~asting only for ·
16), and Jeff Phillips (with
the mo-n th of April, and
14), and from U.R.S., Stuart
the team's, main concern is
Weissman (with 23) and Dave
that the w~ather will stay
Colon (with 18), who kept his
Nearly the entire
good.
team within reach of victory
season had to be cancelle d
with a number of incredib le
last year ~s a result of the
This is not
outside shots.
poor weath'e r. There are a
to neglect the other players
number of home games this
from both teams who were
season, st'arting April 16th,
instrume ntal in keephighly
so plea.se ;c ome out and cheer
ing the game so close; from
on the team. Your support
Phil Clark, Fred
E.O.E.:
will be m~ch apprecia ted.
Maxik, and John Correa; and
from U.R.S.: Capt. Bill
D.B.A.
Freda, Josh Feinbloo m, Kevin
Delmore, Hank Scurry, Jed
!·
Palvin,· and ·steve Routon.
The faculty team, "Vintage
~ Wine," though fairly strong,
~ dropped out just after the
start of the season, leaving
o
the league with an even six
t-3
The final season
~ teams.
"Equal Opporrecords were:
tunity Employer " 8-2, "U.R.S."
7-3, "The Israelis 11 6-4, "No
Future" 4-6, "Toast" 4-6, and
the "Bluebir ds of Happines s"
1-9 (but still cheerful ) .
Most of those who played
Intramur al Basketb all this
season had a good time, and
all the teams were quite competitive and enthusia stic.
Accordin g to Athletic Director}. Joel Tomson, it was
also one of the best-sup ported
Intramur al Basketb all seasons,
in terms of both players and
fans.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

16
17
19

UCCC at Bard *
at Bard *
:Bard at sccc
·Russell Sage at
Bard *
'Bard at CGCC
1

:sec

;~~~dT~~r~~~cat

D.B.A.
Women's softball:

Kim Hoffman at bat.

cLA ssI FI EDs
Ted--! lov~ you for your pajamas,
if 7ou'd ohlt undo the top button.
If you have $160 and a way to JFK
Airport, you could be in Europe to- Bard'd Women-s Softball Team is #1.
Anyone int~rested in starting a
morrow with A:.:RHITCH(tm). (212)
furniture moving clubz write Woody.
864-2000, (800) 372-1234.
Jasper, you're so cute. Love ya,
Roo.
Old Record Albums For Sale. Fifty
The Feta gueen Lives!
cents each. Bartlett 2 Rm. 106.
SWF looki~g for a TLJM in Commons.
Yann--Tha nks for the support.
~1ust bring reference s, preferabl e
You're beautiful . XXX's, Elizawest of the EvergladeE · •
beth.
"Rise, anq put on your foliage, and
Would the last normal human being
be seen to come forth, like the
leavin~ Bard Elease lock the gate?
springtim e, fresh and green.n
To~Gummy Bear Woman, .We couldn't
--R. Her-rick.
have made it without you at half
Winston, there will never be any
time.
-..::.'.I:hc. Bardettes!
more ice ~ream for you, buddy, not
LOST: 14-16" PEARLS. $100 REWARD.
even chocolate sauce. But we love
CONTACT AMY KUPFERBERG, CAMPUS
you anyway.
MAIL. PLEASE RE'I'UR.N.
Where's the beef? Signedz Leslie B. '68. Mustang convertib le at reasonable price. New transmiss ion and
I am looking for an apartment in
fender. I f interested , call: 758Annandale this fall. Any ideas?
8217.
notify
Please
s,
etc.
Reference
Literary submissio ns are needed for
Box 174.
the Bard ~oll,_ege Yearbook. Please
Anyone interested in participa ting
submit copies of your prose, poetry~
in the Anti-Nucl ear Day on May 10,
and short: fiction to ~ox. 681.
please contact Ellen Siff_ or Josh
-Deadline: ~ Mal 1.
Royte.
I won't forget. I hope you won'·t
To Win or Lose, that is the queseither. rou'll be with me fortion.
ever. Raah! N.
Loveless Laura love you Jesse.
Knock, knock. Jeseeca, Jeseeca!
Congr-a tulations , Katie and Jack-Wanna eat~ Wanna eat? When are we
hope you make a bundle in Richgoing t"O''rip-th ings-up" again?
mond.
Love ya •.••
HaEEY Birthday 2 David and Regina.

Scott Dalton.

Men's Tennis:

Men's Tennis
The Bard College Men's
Tennis Team has opened- their
season with a 1-1 win-loss
Their first match
record.
was with Columbia Green Community College on-Frida y,
April 6th. Bard won the
match 6-3, with Scott Dalton,
Bill Dwyer, Chris Simmersbach, and Joel Stoffer winning their singles matches.
The followin g day, the team
had a setback in their second match of the season
against SUNY Purchase . Bard
lost to their opponen ts 7-2.
The two wins came from Pat
Ryan and Chris Simmersb ach,
who won 6-4, 6-2, and 6-1,
6-0, respecti vely.
The highligh t of the day
was the match between the
number one seeds of both
Scott Dalton of
teams.
Bard, and Jeff Deveau of
SUNY Purchase were tied with
six games each in the first
The seventh game tieset.
breaker proved to be a heartbreaker for Dalton, and the
set went to Deveau, 7-b. Each
match is played to the best
out of three sets, so Dalton
had to win the second set in
order to stay in the match.
Dal~on looked a little tired,
however, and was unable to
was unable to
(Cont'd. p.9)

-

----~,.

-- ~~ ,,... ..__

Dear Nubb ..• 1-lhy can't we play? Is
B-i-i-i-i- 11-y-y-y- y! I'm hungry!
Nuthing.
it ok? Tomorrow or today? You
(\<!hat?)
But, Hun~neeeee!
~st have to say! •••. so!!!
I love lou.
Those who would like to correspon d
Anna, The-Fat-B oys' Institute will
it
about politics, labor, literature ,
do
never forgive me, but I'll
etc., may wish to contact Ronald
Love yal babes.
an~ay ..• MEOW!!!!
1176All66, Attica !'rison,
Joan,
Davidson,
to:
thanks
and
love
A lot of
Suz;y, Michele & Jon, Kellie, Ellen, Attica, NY 14011. He's 29, college educated, and serving a
Ann, and Ken for a great "21."
lengthy sentence.
J.A.M.
'Congratu lations to the casts and
In awe and in love for Tosic, my
crews of the one-acts, you were
dear.
wonderful .
Herr Director: French Impressio nFor Sale Cheap. Call 758-6822.
isla and bubble gum go great "t.:rith
Hint.
Collect.
music.
soft
and
dim lights
Even though you're bald and have
--A Starlet
lets of scars I still like you.
"MOVIES HOVIES MOVIES Friday and
ton Bear--you 're the hot··
Padding
Hall,
Sottery
Saturday nights.
test# on cam2us •••.
7 & 9:30.
To Levine, Martin, Wentworth , and
Attention : It's the rainy season
taken
Kaufman: I need a lawyer. Now.
hems
again. Time to get the
---A. G.
up on your trouser-s. For more inW. was
R.
if
even
.H.,
J
loves
John
Prof.
L.C.
contact
,
formation
seen with L.B. before L.M. started
Pruitt 2 EXT 253.
going out with J.M.
There is the known, and there is
To whoever gave me those Gummy
the unknown, and what separates
_Bears in the mail, thank ~ou and
them is Ollie.
vielen dank. --Tom Callaghan .
the
always
am
I
1.22:
Bearer
Water
P.S.: Why don't you show yourself?
#17?
your
second! When will I be
S. T.: I heard your song. --Ms.
--Goldens cales 10.8.
K.O.
(with
ur
Connoisse
Train Burger
chips): Is casual conversat ion only As long as it takes, I'll wait-then I can be sure that .:i.t's
reserved for trainride?
--D.
--Coke-n- Doritos. right.
GOIN' TA DINNER?!?!
Harold--I t's in the refrigera tor.

